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[00:00:00] Janis Ikeda: … other housing operators, Public Housing Agencies, has 
multi-family operators, low-income housing tax credit properties, and other folks, you 
are in the right place. This is one of a series of trainings, which we'll talk about but 
this one is particular to our housing operators and we're really excited to have you 
here with us. 

Just a few items for housekeeping, we'll have a recording of today's session along 
with the slide deck and any relevant attachments and materials posted within a few 
days to HUD Exchange. It should be on the registration page that you went to 
register for this class. If you just scroll down to the bottom, those materials will 
appear when they're posted. We will have transcripts posted when they are ready. 

You can join the webinar by phone using the phone number here and the access 
code and we can also drop that in the chat in case anyone is having audio issues. 
The chat features, it looks like we have a few folks that have used it. If you want to 
just try out the chat, if you go to the chat bubble, if you're not seeing it, click on that 
and then make sure that where it says send to, that you click the option for all 
participants. You should be able to type a message in the box below. Click send and 
then have it go to everyone. 

If you want to just test it out by saying hello, what your name is, and what PHA or 
other organization that you're from, we can get to know each other a little bit, and 
then you can see how that works. We'll have a couple of times when we're asking 
questions throughout to keep it really interactive. 

Now, I'm going to turn it over to Danielle Bastarache from the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development's Public Housing and Voucher Programs for some 
welcoming remarks. 

[00:02:07] Danielle Bastarache: Thank you, Janis. Also, I just want to start by 
thanking the CoCs, PHAs, other housing providers, as well as HUD staff including 
the SNAP's office and PIH staff for attending this webinar. I know that folks are really 
busy right now, just working regular jobs but also homeschooling, caring for others 
who need help, sometimes all on the same day and at the same time. 

I, myself, was at a meeting this morning on the American Rescue Plan, while 
simultaneously learning about fractions. I also want to thank the Community for 
Supportive Housing, CSH, for their partnership and presentation today, as well as 
the Housing Authority of New Orleans, HANO, who will be joining us today as well. 

Finally, a very special thank you to the PHAs that have both pioneered and 
championed the Moving On initiative and have really provided the foundation for the 
community of practice that we will be sharing in this webinar. As part of HUD's 
strategic priority to end homelessness, we're encouraging communities to explore 
Moving On strategies for clients that are in Permanent Supportive Housing which I'll 
call PSH who may no longer need or want the intensive services offered in PSH but 
continue to need the rental assistance to maintain their housing. 
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For those of you who may not be familiar, PSH generally services the most 
vulnerable individuals and families that are experiencing homelessness. What it does 
is, it combines an affordable housing rental subsidy with intensive supportive 
services. Now, PSH is not time-limited but we do find that over time, there are some 
program participants who reach a point where they no longer need or want the 
intensive services that go along with the program. 

However, the biggest obstacle for them leaving the program and finding another unit 
is that they still need the housing subsidy. Just to boil it down, they need the subsidy 
but not the services. What Moving On does, is it helps program participants 
overcome that challenge by providing an affordable housing option with short-term 
services and resources that support the program participants during and shortly after 
their transition to a greater level of independence. 

I certainly don't need to tell you that the pandemic has amplified the need in 
communities to quickly and safely house people experiencing homelessness. You 
see this every day. You know that housing people is really the best way to help 
people socially distance, isolate when necessary, and protect themselves and the 
communities from COVID-19. 

We do believe Moving On is a really innovative re-housing strategy and it also 
provides the opportunity to create flow in your housing system while meeting your 
family's needs in a way that's both intentional as well as sustainable. While we know 
that communities are facing extreme challenges right now, we also think that it is an 
excellent time to consider both implementing or improving on Moving On efforts. 

The pandemic has made our community partners work together in unprecedented 
ways all across the country and there are a number of resources that are available 
for communities to utilize. One of them also, of course, are the new mainstream 
vouchers for non-elderly persons with disabilities. 

We know that PHAs play a particularly critical role in Moving On, providing access to 
affordable housing through both the public housing as well as the Housing Choice 
Voucher Program. But this is not limited to PHAs. There are multi-family operators 
and other affordable housing owners and operators that can also provide access to 
their housing resources for Moving On participants, the more the merrier. In doing 
so, PHAs and other housing operators also advance the community's work to end 
homelessness. 

However, in order to be successful, Moving On strategies do rely on close 
collaboration between PHAs or other housing operators and the local CoCs as well 
as PSH providers. This webinar is going to focus on these partnerships and how to 
create a moving-on strategy for your community that balances the housing needs of 
PSH participants with the overall homeless needs in your community. Again I'd just 
like to thank everyone for attending today and for your partnership. Now, I'll turn it 
back to Janis. 
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[00:06:46] Janis: Great. Thank you so much. I just wanted to give you a quick 
overview of this Moving On training series in case you have not heard about the 
other parts. This is a series of seven trainings. It's introducing all the participants to 
tools, resources, and just the information that they need to develop and implement 
Moving On strategies and programs. 

There are four of the seven sessions that are particularly relevant to a housing 
operator audience, for PHAs, multi-family, LIHTC, et cetera. The first of those was 
introduction to Moving On. The recording should be available this week I believe and 
that's just a general intro concept that talks through a lot of things as well as how 
communities can start to put together a planning team and effort to get something off 
the ground. 

Then there's this session, which is really a deeper dive into the intro content but 
specifically for PHAs and other housing operators and thinking a little bit more in 
detail about things like preferences, processes for formalizing partnerships, and 
other stuff there. In two weeks, we're going to have a session on assessment, 
screening, and referral processes, which is useful for PHAs and other housing 
operators even though it's typically the PSH providers that are doing the 
assessments with clients. 

PHAs and other housing operators can provide really useful information to help build 
screening tools and assessments that also help to work to screen people as they're 
coming into your program. Then finally, there's a question on outcomes tracking and 
evaluations, which is going to be in May and that could also be particularly relevant 
to this audience. 

Excited to introduce you to a number of panelists and resource advisors who are 
going to be sharing with us today. All of whom have experience working with Moving 
On programs around the country. We'll start with Jeremy Nichols from CSH. Also 
from CSH, we have Deirdre Bolden and Lindsey Bishop Gilmore. Then finally, 
excited to be able to have Nyssa LeBeau with us. She's the Acting Deputy Director 
at the Housing Authority of New Orleans and is going to share about all the really 
exciting stuff that they've been doing around Moving On with their Continuum of 
Care. 

Then at the end, we will have time for questions but if you have questions as we go 
along, we'll try to answer them in the chat so feel free to use that chat box if anything 
comes up for you. Now, I'm going to turn it over to Jeremy to walk us through the 
agenda and then some Moving On basics. 

[00:09:51] Jeremy Nichols: Thank you so much, Janis. Can everyone hear me 
okay? 

[00:09:55] Janis: Yes. 
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[00:09:56] Jeremy: All right. Like Janis said, we've got really jam-packed training for 
today and we're really excited to have you here. I'm going to take everyone through 
just a little bit of background around Moving On and some these key concepts. Then 
I'm going to turn it over to my colleagues who will go over, where housing operators 
PHAs really fit into the Moving On initiative and then build and formalized 
partnerships with these stakeholders needed. We'll hear about the great work in New 
Orleans and in recent time, hopefully, a really fruitful discussion. 

I want to go over a few definitions real quick just to make sure we're all on the same 
page and level set. You're going to hear the Continuum of Care, CoC, that's the local 
planning body responsible for coordinating the range of homeless services in a 
specific geographic area. You might also hear that interchangeably use with CoC, 
which is typically an organization, which is either a non-profit or government 
institution that's tasked with taking care of the day-to-day administrative duties of the 
CoC. 

You'll also here the way in this training we define, Moving On, is again a program 
that assists tenants who are ready and wish to leave PSH by connecting them with 
affordable housing, financial assistance and transition support. Then, also, I want to 
take time to call out the HOPWA program, it's another program that operates 
Permanent Supportive Housing for low income persons living with HIV and AIDS and 
families. 

Then, also, we are going to touch base about racial equity, which here in the context 
of this presentation, refer to as the condition that would be achieved if racial and 
ethnic identity no longer statistically predicted outcomes such as rates of 
homelessness, health outcomes, life expectancy, justice involvement, just to name a 
few. 

Danny did a really phenomenal job of discussing what Permanent Supportive 
Housing is so I won't belabor the point, I don't think I could do it better than she did. I 
will highlight one key aspect of PSH, which is where the pool of Moving On 
applicants will be coming from and that it's not shelter, it's not transitional housing, 
it's not a treatment program or group home. 

Tenants living in a Permanent Supportive Housing unit they have their own lease; 
they typically pay a portion of their income towards rent. They are living in an 
apartment and taking care of many of the duties of a renter that's why they transition 
into a different type of unit or a different type of subsidy. 

Just a few things around the Moving On basics, as we've said, PSH it's not time 
limited but over time, participants do reach a point where like Danny said, they need 
the subsidy but they don't need the services. Moving On programs are going to help 
solve this issue by taking folks that are ready to move out of PSH and move into a 
different subsidy. 
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That's really where PSH housing providers come in. You provide the access to that 
housing resource and the Moving On initiative helps take care of the supportive 
services that would aid in the transition moving out of that unit. The permanent 
support housing unit as well as developing a pool for flexible funds like security 
deposit, furniture moving expenses, you name it. 

Then supporting Moving On, this is a way to support your community's efforts to end 
homelessness. As you provide housing for stable tenant, they no longer need those 
intensive supports. PSH units then open up for someone who is currently 
experiencing homelessness. 

We're going to do a quick audience poll. I'd love to get a sense of where everyone is 
on the Moving On initiative spectrum. When it pops up, please, go ahead and 
answer. Does the PHA or housing organization that you work for currently have a 
preference for people experiencing homelessness or moving on from PSH? I said 
this in our last presentation, this is where I wish I had some music to play to fill the 
silence. We're going to let the poll run a little longer. 

[pause 00:15:15 - 00:15:38]  

I think we can go ahead and close out the poll. There we go. I don't know if this 
shows up on attend event, but we're seeing the majority of folks are split between, 
yes, a homeless preference only, and, yes, both homeless and preferences, that's 
really amazing. Then we have a number of other people along the spectrum, that's 
really great. We really want this session to be for everyone, regardless if you're just 
starting or looking to define a housing partnership, so that's great. 

We're going to switch gears here a little bit and talk through some racial inequities in 
homelessness. The intersection of structural, institutional, and interpersonal racism 
has driven deep inequities in homelessness, as well as many other outcomes. 
Despite making up this 13.4% of the US population, and 19% of people living below 
the poverty line, black people make up 40% of people experiencing homelessness. 

Those forces that have created that barrier, that lead to homelessness, also affect 
tenants as they are trying to move out of Permanent Supportive Housing. There are 
a slew of factors that drive higher rates of homelessness for people most impacted 
by structural racism. These include, economic and income inequality, housing and 
employment discrimination, inequity in the criminal justice system, inequity in the 
rates of housing evictions, and also, a number of health inequities. 

With that in mind, housing operators can play a major role in helping advance racial 
equity because of the housing component. If you closely consider your admissions 
policies, when PHAs have stricter requirements in place than mandated by federal 
law, they may consider reducing those barriers to entry, particularly around criminal 
background restrictions. 
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PHAs may consider steps such just shortening their look back period for criminal 
activity, scaling back requirements to match the federal mandates of the baseline. 
Also, building in ways to take individual circumstances and other factors into 
consideration during the application process to help deal with some of these 
institutional barriers. 

On the screen, you'll see the issue around landlords that discriminate against people 
with previous evictions, or maybe even discriminate based on race. By helping open 
up public housing in a broader way, we really can increase housing stock available. I 
think that's just something we really wanted to highlight right up top. 

That slide didn't move forward, sorry about that. When these slides go out, this will 
link to the notice reference on the slide. With that, I'm going to turn it over to my 
colleague, Deirdre. If I can pass you the ball. 

[00:19:32] Deirdre Bolden: Thank you, Jeremy. Can you hear me? 

[00:19:36] Jeremy: Yes, it sounds great. 

[00:19:38] Deirdre: All right, perfect. Good morning or good afternoon, everyone. 
My name is Deirdre Bolden. I am pleased to be part of the presentation, to speak 
with you about the role of Public Housing Authorities and housing operators in 
Moving On initiative. 

Moving On has been successful in many communities across the country and in 
large part, due to the commitment of the local housing developers, providers, and 
public agencies. PHAs and house operators play a fundamental role in Moving On 
providing access to Housing Choice Voucher and Public Housing, or permanent 
support of housing tenants that choose and want to move on. 

Housing Choice Vouchers are the most common resource utilized in Moving On 
initiatives around the country and are particularly useful because they can be used 
both for tenants looking to transition in place in their current housing, or tenants that 
wish to move on to a new home. Multifamily building operators also provide access 
to critical affordable housing options. 

Although supply is limited because turnover is typically low, participation from 
multiple providers can add up to an important source of housing for Moving On 
programs. Multifamily properties can also ensure access to specialized resources 
that might be appropriate for certain tenants such as a 202 unit that might be a good 
fit for a senior who wants to move on. 

Affordable housing operators provide access to units that may be ideal within certain 
income bands. For example, a tenant with an income of 50% or 60% of Area Median 
Income, may not be able to access a standard Housing Choice Voucher but would 
be an ideal fit for a subsidized unit within a low-income housing tax credit building. 
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Moving On programs have a tremendous benefit for permanent support of housing 
tenants who move on and the people experiencing homelessness who can take their 
place as we've heard in those vacated public permanent support housing units. That, 
ultimately, helps us with our efforts to end homelessness in all of our communities. 

By using the screening process, programs can ensure that they only refer stable 
tenants with a history of paying rent and utilities on time, similar to what Jeremy 
describes, that individuals living in Permanent Supportive Housing have 
demonstrated. Providers also help tenants with applications and producing needed 
documentation, including those for income determination. Thereby, reducing 
administrative burden for the public housing authority staff related to incomplete 
applications. 

Then tenant stability in a timely seamless annual recertification are really made 
possible through the transition and aftercare services provided through the 
Permanent Supportive Housing case management team. As a PHA or in-housing 
providers, the Moving On program can help you achieve your annual leasing and or 
voucher utilization goals. 

To expedite the lease-up of housing, tenants that transition into Housing Choice 
Vouchers in their current housing, lease-up very quickly. Then tenants looking for 
new units benefit from housing navigation and other support by providers that can 
help secure their housing much more quickly than unassisted voucher holders. 

In addition, providers can work with landlords to ensure that the required paperwork 
is completed accurately, help schedule inspections, and address any other issues 
that may surface during the housing navigation process. To expedite leasing for 
public housing units, the Move On programs can refer eligible tenants and help them 
complete the application, which would help the Public Housing Authority quickly build 
any vacant public housing units. 

Public Housing Agencies are able to establish unique housing preferences that 
would support residents who are ready to move on or up in the housing continuum, 
into an independent living arrangement as their needs, or intensive service supports 
have diminished. Doing the Public Housing Authorities obviously contributes to the 
community's momentum around systematically reducing homelessness overall. 

Here you see a notice link that gives you more information about how to set the 
housing preference for those experiencing homelessness. Thankfully, there really 
are a number of housing resources that work quite well with Moving On. The first 
who are listed here are highly valuable housing resources administered by Public 
Housing Authorities, like yourself. While households have transitioned from really 
challenging situations to stabilize through enrollment and permanent support 
housing, due to prevailing low incomes, they still do need that subsidized rental 
assistance that we spoke up earlier to ensure that it's affordable and that it allows 
them to maintain their stabilization and housing arrangements. 
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In most communities, another affordable housing is provisioned by a way of 
multifamily housing using two of HUD's programs for elderly and disabled residents 
that being the 202 or 811 program, and through really robust low-income housing tax 
credit units that are very prevalent and much needed in every community. Those are 
really key assets for us. 

The types of housing preferences that can be implemented can span using a limited 
preference for Moving On where the source of referrals is defined from certain 
agencies. Or it could prioritize Moving On within a broader homeless preference, or 
the preference could create, essentially a conversion preference for those that are 
living in specific types of housing, like a Permanent Supportive Housing program 
funded by the local Continuum of Care. 

Public Housing Authorities can establish preferences for their Housing Choice 
Voucher program in public housing to address local needs, to include a designation, 
again, for tenants Moving On from Permanent Supportive Housing or those that are 
experiencing homelessness. These arrangements can be and are best done when in 
partnership with the local Continuum of Care, their community providers, and other 
mission-driven stakeholders. 

The Public Housing Authority should also compose or amend its annual 
administrative with HUD to specify that preference for who it's intended to serve, 
while also outlining the particulars around the eligibility for that preference and the 
volume or the amount of set-asides that will be arranged. 

Very instrumental to this process is working together around the methodology for 
referrals from basically the initial assessment and identification of potential referrals 
all the way to intake with the housing administrator, through final lease-up, and 
beyond. Which typically for the service provider support lasts for another 12 months. 
The referral process and coordination there are really, really instrumental in the 
success of the housing arrangement. 

When it comes to Moving to Work, and some of you may be considered moving 
towards agencies that are on our call today, it is not a requirement for you to 
participate in Moving On to be Moving to Work. However, there are in August 2020, 
HUD did release the operations notice for the expansion of the Moving to Work 
demonstration program. Within it, it lists activities that are currently being 
implemented by Moving to Work agencies. That other Move to Work agencies can 
implement without further HUD approval, and it includes three activities that are 
specific to the Moving On initiative. 

These activities can help Moving to Work agencies facilitate and expedite Moving On 
lease-up, by first, streamlining certain administrative processes. Then second, 
addressing a lease-up barrier that occurs when tenants with rent payments in the 
permanent support of housing units are lower than they would be in a Public Housing 
or Housing Choice Voucher. 
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Before we get into your role in Moving On, we'll talk a bit more about the variety of 
housing paths that different tenants may take on through Moving On. A tenant's 
ultimate housing destination after moving on really depends on a number of factors. 
Including, what resources are available to them through the local Moving On 
program? What their income is, and what they are eligible for? Their current living 
situation. Specifically, if a tenant is currently living in a congregate Permanent 
Supportive Housing building, or in a private-market, or scattered-site type unit. And 
of course, always, their housing preferences. 

Some of the possible options for Moving On tenants include, they can remain in their 
current housing with a new subsidy, or what we refer to as transitioning in place, as 
Jeremy shared earlier. That typically applies to those that are living in scattered-site 
housing. It could include a relocation, or move to private-market unit using a tenant-
based voucher. 

Tenants could, of course, move to site-based affordable housing that includes public 
housing, multifamily unit, or low-income tax credit unit in those types of property. 
Tenants might move to private-market units without a subsidy. Although this is rare, 
there are some tenants who have acquired enough income that they are able to 
afford market rate without the assistance. 

Some tenants might even move into their own home, and that is ultimately what we 
hope for those that want to achieve home ownership. There are many programs like 
the Housing Choice Voucher, Homeownership Program, the Department of Veteran 
Affairs home loan program, the Indian Home Loan Guarantee Program, and others, 
that allow and assist those to do that. While rare, it is possible. We want to ensure 
that that option is always considered. 

Finally, other tenants may move on to affordable or unsubsidized housing situation, 
and they consider moving into home ownership at a later time. Now, we want to take 
just a moment to get some of your thoughts. If you will enter into the chat just a little 
bit of information about where you might have some hesitation around engaging-- 
Housing people who are leaving permanent support of housing, ready to move on. 
Can you share some of the things that may have come up in the work that you have 
been doing, or things that you have consider? We'd love to hear from you in the chat. 

[pause 00:32:45 - 00:32:59] 

I think Danielle had put something here. Once they've exited, the client often lose 
their current homeless status. Therefore, it would be challenging for them to get back 
into the program. Yes, they'll need some information around transition, and we'll see 
if we can address that at some point during discussion. 

Not having the support available when they need it. Again, someone else said, not 
having enough support. Although they have stabilized through Permanent 
Supportive Housing, it is recognized that some do still need light touch supportive 
services during and after that transition. In most cases, with most Moving On 
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program, there is a period of time that their existing case management provides the 
level of support during that transition to ensure that they are stably house, at least 
through that recertification. 

Then as case managers, through the Continuum of Care and providers, they work 
very diligently to connect the individuals with other locally-based community services 
that can provide ongoing support to individuals. Always, landlord in working through 
some of the issues that can come up with the community. I think that that happens 
virtually with all tenants. 

I think that's not necessarily universal to Moving On, but I think that certainly being 
able to navigate through some of those issues. That's where that first year staying 
into contact with the case manager is really, really important, so that they can help to 
mitigate any of those issues that might be arising. 

There are some real concerns and we understand that. I think, again, it's all about 
coordination, communication, and helping clients through your own programming. 
We'll move on. 

We really want to continue to help address some of those same stigmas and 
stereotype that exist around housing for individuals that have transitioned and moved 
away from homelessness. Those may be some real concern that housing providers 
are reluctant to offer units to people leaving Permanent Supportive Housing because 
of them. 

Again, it's important to operate from the notion that, first, individuals leaving 
Permanent Supportive Housing have demonstrated long periods, or sometimes 
years of housing stability. Second, Moving On services, as I mentioned, help tenants 
with that transition. Other individuals moving into your housing don't always have that 
same level of support. 

Thirdly, Moving On tenants are not predispositioned or more likely than any other 
tenant to violate the terms of their lease. We hope that this information has provided 
a foundation for you to consider adding Moving On to your housing agency platforms 
and initiative. At this time, I will now turn the presentation over to my colleague 
Lindsey Bishop Gilmore to share information around strategies for creating or 
strengthening partnership for Moving On. Lindsey. 

[00:36:42] Lindsey Bishop Gilmore: Hi. Can everyone hear me okay? Can 
everyone hear me okay? 

[00:36:53] Deirdre: Yes. 

[00:36:54] Lindsey: Oh, awesome. Thank you so very much. I appreciate it. Hi, 
everyone. I'm so excited to be with you. Again, my name is Lindsey Bishop Gilmore. 
I'm a senior program manager in our Michigan program. I just very much appreciate 
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you taking the time out of your very busy days to spent some time with us to think 
about how to create, and also strengthen Moving On initiative. 

I don't think this is going to surprise anyone, but to create a successful Moving On 
projects, there are strong partnerships that are required. Communication is essential 
for that collaboration, and recognizing right now that everyone has a lot on our plate. 
For Moving On to be successful, making that time for check-ins. Being proactive and 
responsive will ultimately and hopefully save time in the long run. 

Also, lead to stronger outcomes for your tenants and also your partners. We're going 
to dig in to a little bit around to what partnerships look like. I think, also, I really 
appreciate all the comments in the chat because I think they fit very much into the 
next few slide. I want to start with just grounding everyone on the role of Continuum 
of Care body. I think Jeremy provided a really great definition, and there's been 
some more explanations in the chat box. 

The Continuum of Care body is responsible for coordinating the efforts to end 
homelessness. Just the nature of their role within the community positions them to 
be the conveners of all of the partners, and lead Moving On initiatives, to design 
them, implement them, and monitor them. There, Continuum of Care's role within 
Moving On project is really important. 

It's also really important to note that the geographies of CoCs and PHAs are not 
always aligned. There may be one or more CoCs within your PHA's geographic 
jurisdiction, or you may have a PHA with one of several few CoCs within your 
jurisdiction. In the counties that I am in, there's two CoCs. In addition to a statewide 
PHA, I think there's 15 PHAs altogether. It's really important to take that into account 
as well as you're working on your project. 

I want to throw out another discussion question and a poll for you all around-- For 
those of you all that are participating today, does your system currently have a 
partnership between the CoC and PHAs? We will launch that poll, and we'd love to 
see your responses. 

Also, in the chat, please, share some of the strengths and challenges to those 
partnerships that you have, or the challenges that have kept you from developing 
those partnerships. I know several of you all have already listed up some of those 
strengths and challenges. 

[00:40:01] Janis: Lindsey, we're having an issue with the polling. If everyone could 
just write in the chat instead, that'd be easier. 

[00:40:07] Lindsey: Lovely. Thank you. If you'll take just a moment and kind of drop 
your thoughts into the chat, that would be great. Like Jeremy, I wish we could have 
some hold music playing in the background. It looks like several of you are either 
have a close partnership or you have some level of partnership or not at all and 
hopefully thinking about what that could look like. 
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If you could also drop in some challenges. I think Paula is hitting on a really 
important comment that I think came up in the previous chat on the role of the CoC 
and PSH providers in helping and supporting move on tenants in searching for 
housing and completing all of that paperwork, absolutely. I think working in a 
community where there is a Moving On initiative because that work of the case 
management staff, of supportive housing providers, is imperative to really help 
support that tenant in completing all of the paperwork. 

Then if they are kind of moving to a different unit, really spending the time to do that 
and then also ensuring that there's the resources for security deposit in some of 
those things as well. There's more chat coming in that I can read at a time. Thank 
you guys for that. I think highlighting the criminal backgrounds that make people not 
qualify, absolutely, I think that's an important part of the conversation when you're 
developing the partnership with folks. 

Thank you guys. Keep adding for continuing to add those. When we move into Q&A, 
hopefully, we can touch on some of the kind of challenges that you've experienced 
and maybe how to overcome some of those. Keep adding those thoughts. 

In addition to the continuum of care which oftentimes then plays on the kind of 
coordinating body, you're also going to have the other key stakeholders. Your 
Permanent Supportive Housing providers are typically the partners that are going to 
partner really closely with the PHA and other housing operators to work really closely 
in designing and implementing the Moving On project. 

PSH case managers and other staff should be helping Moving On participants 
complete applications for HCVs, search for the housing if they're not transitioning in 
place and negotiating with landlords. Preparing for that transition, I saw someone 
mention in the chat that sometimes that transition can be really challenging even for 
really stable supportive housing tenants and then also settling into that new living 
situation. 

I think this last point is really important around the building the strong relationships 
and develop plans for cross training. The PSH providers are often times, part of 
identifying the clients that are going to be referred. Being really clear kind of the 
more information that the PSH provider has on the application process, what the 
screening criteria is, what the referral process is, the better that will go and the more 
qualified tenants that you're going to be or applicants that you're going to be 
receiving, it will help in completing of paperwork. 

What I've seen in Moving On partnerships locally is that often, there is kind of the 
PHA staff coming in and training the PSH provider case managers on how to 
complete all of the paperwork, what are the common mistakes, what is the exact 
screening criteria that is going to prevent someone from Moving On. You're working 
through and addressing issues perhaps before they arrive. 
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Then in terms of the housing operator role, you are part of designing and launching 
the Moving On initiative. As Deirdre really touched on, you're identifying the 
resources that may be available for you and then also taking the necessary steps to 
making them available. Whether that's amending your admin plan, changing your 
tenant selection plan, however that may look, really going through and making those 
necessary steps. 

I would say that during that process, it is important to talk with your continuum of 
care partners and your PSH providers around the eligibility and screening criteria to 
ensure that there's alignment across partners around eligibility and who the target of 
the project, of the initiative is going to be. Then while the development of the 
assessment and screening for Moving On participants is oftentimes within the CoC 
and the PSH provider to identify those tenants that are stable, have interest in 
Moving On. 

I think it is important for you as housing operators to be able to provide input into 
what that assessment is. If, for instance, PSH provider and CoC are saying, "We're 
targeting Permanent Supportive Housing tenants that have lived stably in housing for 
three years or more, or have paid rent consistently for an X period of time." That 
you're having a conversation together around what is that assessment and screening 
process. 

You're making sure that on your end, that you're getting those applicants that are 
that are going to align with your own screening criteria and process. Then you're also 
going to agree on the key roles and responsibilities of the PHA or housing operator. 
We're going to formalize those through an MOU or other agreement that makes the 
most sense. We're going to spend a bit more time talking about that. 

Then on the last piece, you're going to-- it's really important that you identify the key 
points of contact for each PSH provider, who is the person at the CoC that is leading 
this project, and then other key stakeholders. As issues come up, which they're 
naturally going to do, that you have the appropriate folks to reach out to and it's not 
just an agency but a specific person and then really working to outline and the 
workflow for implementation. 

In developing your agreement or memorandum of understanding, you're going to 
have the key partners, your PHA or other housing partner, your PSH providers. Just 
to give an example, I know in a community that I've worked, all PSH providers did 
not opt in to participate partly because there was an expectation of services being 
available for people six months after they've moved. Thinking about who your key 
partners are, what are some of those expectations that you have of one another that 
may be in place. 

Then the other key partner is obviously the CoC or the CoC lead. Then one other 
partner or stakeholder that you can think about how to engage is people with lived 
expertise. Perhaps those that have moved on from supportive housing to help 
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address and provide feedback on your process, your application, your screening, to 
make sure it's really informed by people that have had lived experience. 

Like most agreements or MOUs, the components are going to really focus on the 
roles and responsibilities between those partners. Also, in defining what the overall 
purpose and goal is for the initiative, to ensure that as partners, we're working 
towards that shared goal. Some of the roles and responsibilities may be related to 
the referral process and who is doing what at what time, eligibility, and so being 
really clear at the onset what the eligibility criteria is to ensure that there is that 
alignment between who's being referred and what the screening criteria is for the 
PHA or other housing provider. 

You're also going to have data sharing and reporting expectations. In most cases, 
every single partner is tracking some sort of data that they're required to report in 
some kind of way to their funders. What's really important is that that we identify who 
is that entity that is compiling all of that data and that we've identified what do we 
want to measure as a system? What are the key measures that we want to be 
looking at as partners in this work? 

Just to highlight what some of those may be is the length of time from issuing the 
voucher to lease-up. What is the overall housing retention rate? Then, also, being 
really intentional to plan 

to break out the data by race, as well to identify if our BIPOC applicants are 
experiencing different roadblocks throughout the process. To give an example of 
where being clear about data expectations can play an important role is locally we 
were able to break out some of the lengths of time from issuance to lease-ups by the 
supportive housing partner. We were able to identify if some supportive housing 
providers were able to move people more quickly into housing and maybe others 
that were taking a little bit longer to do some peer sharing of like what is this 
supportive housing provider doing that is decreasing that length of time. Being able 
to break out the data can be really helpful in trying to problem-solve some of those 
issues. 

Then obviously, the time frame of the MOU-- I mentioned in our training yesterday 
that I was just looking at an MOU that was six years old and definitely is not up to 
date, and knowing that there's been a lot of staff and leadership changes during that 
time, just being really thoughtful on using the MOU to guide your work and ensuring 
that it's up to date as well. Then another key part that's not mentioned down here is 
just around communication. What is the plan for the partners to come together and 
communicate? Is it a monthly meeting? Is it a quarterly meeting? How are we 
collectively tracking applicants as they're moving through the process? Being clear in 
the MOU around what some of that communication looks like. 

Digging a little bit deeper and outlining some of the roles of key partners, and I think 
this gets to some of the things that were highlighted in chat. The CoC or other 
coordinating entities. I mentioned CoC or another entity and some communities, the 
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coordinated entry system is playing an important role. My work in Detroit the 
coordinated entry system played an important role along with the CoC. You may 
have other non-profit partners that are coordinating the work. That role can really 
vary as well. 

Part of their roles is around training, ensuring that there's that cross-training that's 
happening between PHA staff that are screening applicants to ensure that our 
supportive housing providers understand that as someone else-- I think there are a 
couple of tracks around payment standard differences. I know that that's something 
that in the rollout in Detroit over the last several years that's something that we've 
encountered several times. It was really helpful when the supportive housing 
providers were trained on how PHA staff are calculating rent and maybe how that 
differs from how they've been historically calculating rent. That sort of training is 
something that the CoC can coordinate and rely on the partners to provide their 
expertise. 

The CoC also is reviewing the tenant eligibility for Moving On according to local 
criteria. They may be taking all of the applications from the PSH providers of folks 
that they've identified based on a standard assessment and making sure that it 
aligns with whatever the local criteria is that's set. Then, as I said, transit outcomes 
and tracking and reporting. Then for PSH providers, I think this is the place that I've 
seen the most-- it's where challenges have existed, and getting really clear around 
expectations is helpful to address some of those challenges. 

Being really clear about what is that the PSH provider is expected to provide support 
with documentation collection, the HCV application if that's what the housing 
resource is, that they're providing housing support within the community if they're 
transitioning at a place that they're clearly communicating with the landlord and 
supporting the client in that engagement, and then providing support during the 
move, and ensuring that there's housing stability after that move. I think being really 
clear about what that after-care support looks like and having that conversation 
about what's possible. Then lastly the PSH provider also plays a really important role 
in data tracking as well. 

Then the role as housing operator around implementation is the collection of those 
applications, communicating with both the permanent supportive housing applicants 
and their PSH provider if there's an appropriate release of information and provided. 
I think that ensuring that you're communicating to both the applicant and the PSH 
staff person can ensure that there's some consistency there. I know in the Detroit 
Moving On initiative, the release of information was part of the packet that the PSH 
provider was submitting to the public housing authority and to allow for that 
communication and exchange of information as needed. 

The housing operators are part of all of the things that you do now: conducting those 
intakes and briefings for HCVs, and then all of the other tasks that are required to 
move applicants to acceptance, and then issuing a voucher, and then to move in. 
Then, lastly, similar to all of the partners that you play a key role in tracking the 
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status of receiving that application, to that a briefing has happened if it's HCV, to a 
voucher has been issued, to signing of the lease. One of the things that we heard 
yesterday from Miami was the importance of breaking down all of those pieces and 
sharing that information to really identify where are some of those bottlenecks. I think 
that sharing of data is really important to address those challenges as they come up. 
I will turn it over to Janis. 

[00:56:53] Janis: Thank you so much for all of that. There have been great 
questions coming in. I know that Lindsey just answered some of them. We will have 
time for more in a little bit when we get to our question and answer section. First, I'm 
really excited to introduce Nyssa LeBeau, the acting deputy director of the Housing 
Authority of New Orleans. I've been working with Nyssa since 2019, so almost two 
years now, through different efforts with the New Orleans Moving On initiative 
through the HUD TA that we did for Moving On. So excited to hear from her about 
what's been going on and everything in New Orleans. 

[00:57:46] Nyssa LeBeau: Great hello. Once again, I'm Nyssa LeBeau, the acting 
deputy director of the Housing Choice Voucher program at HANO. Janis and I have 
been working together for quite a while, and she has been quite the resource for this. 
I think without PSH we would not have this preference as we do right now. It's been 
a huge help both for HANO and our CoC UNITY of Greater New Orleans. Sorry, let 
me find my arrows. There we go. Sorry, I told them I knew how to use Webex, but 
apparently I didn't. 

The Housing Authority of New Orleans, our preference has been around since July 
of 2020. We did work obviously a little while with PSH and our local CoC to craft this 
preference. The reason that we really wanted to focus on it are the obvious reasons 
for Moving On. For the CoC, creating pathways to independence and by allowing 
families who have been living in PSH units for years, who didn't have a way to move 
on no, longer needed the supportive services but didn't have a way on to move on 
with affordable housing, creating a pathway to vouchers through our Housing Choice 
Voucher program. In doing so, having those families move on that we would free up 
obviously the PSH units for other families who needed them. 

Our preference does include Rapid Rehousing as well, but PSH from the beginning 
has really been the focus. While we started these conversations with UNITY with the 
CoC, HANO really started to realize the benefits of creating a Moving On preference, 
not only for delivering services in a meaningful way to individuals and households in 
need, but also benefiting the agency. We have a rather large agency. We have about 
18,000 vouchers, and we have about 900 turnover vouchers a year. We had 
vouchers available, we were working our waiting lists, we continued to work our 
waiting lists, but we were realizing that this would be a great way not only, like I said, 
to deliver services in a more streamlined way to families in need, but to actually give 
vouchers out on the street hopefully a little bit faster for us so that we could help our 
utilization rate as well. It really was a win-win partnership for both of us and will 
continue to be for years hopefully. 
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For our Moving On preference with the CoC, we're really lucky to have a long-
established relationship with our local CoC. We've had a number of limited local 
preferences for homeless individuals and families. The CoC already knew our whole 
process for eligibility, for what documentation was needed in terms of verification 
forms, in terms of HANO's application, and other release forms. We weren't 
reinventing the wheel. We were really lucky with that. We were just basically able to 
craft the preference language with PSH and UNITY with the CoC, and go ahead and 
implement the process we already had in place from other limited local preferences. 
There are previous preferences with the CoC too. There were other funding sources 
involved. UNITY had really had to, with our assistance, of course, learn our process 
and learn what a complete eligibility packet was so that we could efficiently 
determine eligibility and get vouchers on the street so that they didn't lose that limited 
funding source that they had partnered with the vouchers. 

Initially, for this Moving On preference, our focus was really individuals who had 
been long ready to move on from PSH units, but as the global pandemic hit, we 
realized there was a new importance to the Moving On piece. We had created a 
partnership with UNITY as well, and CoC, and the City of New Orleans to address 
individuals who had been formerly homeless who were living in encampments as 
COVID-19 was really starting to hit New Orleans in March, early April of last year. 
The City of New Orleans along with the state had been able to secure funding to do 
emergency sheltering in hotels to break up that communal setting and hopefully slow 
down the spread, but it was quickly recognized that that wasn't a long-term solution, 
so we created another limited local preference to actually move those families from 
the hotels into housing choice vouchers. 

As UNITY was working, as the CoC was working with those individuals, it quickly 
became clear that some of these individuals had been chronically homeless and 
weren't ready to go straight from a hotel into finding a unit with the housing choice 
voucher, the rules and regulations of the program and all those responsibilities. It 
became even more important to look at the Moving On to be able to assess 
individuals who are already in PSH and rapidly housing units and to be able to utilize 
the HANO HCVP vouchers for Moving On to free up those units and move some of 
the individuals who were in hotels who weren't quite ready for that independent 
housing into those now available PSH units. 

Our process for creating the Moving On preference. Like I said, we worked a lot with 
Janis. It was really helpful. I would say the main sources of TA assistance that we 
needed work with right-sizing the preference. That would be both for UNITY, for the 
CoC figuring out what the true needs were of their PSH population, not only 
individuals who were immediately ready to move on, but who might a year from now 
be ready to transition from those supportive services into a straight housing choice 
voucher. Then for HANO, too, I saw one of the concerns was addressing the waiting 
list. We wanted to make sure that we were having a meaningful impact on the 
permanent supportive housing program and bringing up those units as individuals 
were ready, but also making sure that we were addressing families that were already 
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on our waiting list. We had to make sure that the preference wasn't too big in a way 
that would prevent us from issuing vouchers to other families on the waiting list. It 
really helped to just be able to have that discussion in partnership with PSH to make 
sure that we were creating something that worked for both agencies. 

The other part of the TA that was really helpful for me was eliminating concerns over 
the challenge of working with our current waiting list. Our current waiting list, we 
opened back in 2016 for the housing choice voucher program. It was open for a 
week. We had 24,000 applicants who applied. I had concerns not only about how do 
we open the waiting list to the public in a way that doesn't create false hope for a 
very specific local limited preference, how do we open it to just those individuals who 
would actually qualify for Moving On, and then how do we make sure that we're 
actually completing outreach to everyone who's already on the list in a meaningful 
way that doesn't deny someone who's number 12,000 who might be in a PSH unit 
because we're going to receive direct referrals from UNITY? 

PSH was able to help us realize that because the CoC is already working with the 
PSH program. They basically outreach to the CoC for opening the waiting list, and 
then outreach to any PSH participant within our locality. Even if someone was 
already on the waiting list, we wouldn't be missing them because the CoC would 
already be working with them or one of their partners would be working with them. 
That was really important for us to get past that hurdle. Then I'll talk about how we 
open the waiting list too to make it more manageable, but that really allowed us to 
just focus on crafting the language for the preference. Once we had that set, we did 
have to update our administrative plan because it was a change to our admission 
procedures. It required the full public process. It fit our definition of a substantial 
deviation from the plan. That added definitely a little bit of time just to make sure that 
we were providing proper notice to the public, to our resident advisory board, 
allowing people time to comment and be a part of formulating this policy. 

Ultimately though, during that time frame, because the pandemic was hitting, the 
HUD waivers happened to come out at the same time. The HUD COVID-19 waivers. 
We actually were able to use that modified public hearing process as well as 
modified changing of the plan, the administrative plan, and then following up with the 
board. That sped it up a little bit for us. I would just say if there are any housing 
authorities out there who are thinking about adding this preference, I would really 
recommend trying to do so before the HUD waivers expire on June 30th of 2021, just 
because it means that you can actually get that policy in place a little bit sooner and 
that you can get those vouchers out onto the street a little bit faster as well. 

Once we had it crafted, now that we know how that happened, I want to talk about 
how it actually works. What we decided was the right size for our program would be 
for 130 individuals and families, preference for 130 vouchers. We did open our 
waiting list only to applicants referred by the CoC. We did notify the public via our 
website that the waiting list was opening, but instead of using our normal web 
application process and opening it up for anyone who has access to be able to 
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apply, we actually only take applications with a referral from the CoC. We didn't have 
to open the list for public application. We just get a referral and pre-application in, 
and we can add the individual to the waiting list, and then pull them to the top 
because of the local limited preference. 

I will say the talk about the release of information, we did decide to create a referral 
form that also had a release of information and a pre-application because, in the 
past, we had run into issues of not having releases on file and hitting roadblocks of 
knowing what documentation we needed but not being able to get into specifics with 
the CoC staff. We wanted to eliminate that hurdle by having that all in one form. We 
can't get a referral without the resident, the applicant agreeing that we can talk 
directly to the CoC, so that's been really helpful. 

The CoC screens and assesses families for readiness to move on. At the same time, 
because they're already well-versed in our eligibility procedures, they help the family 
fill out all the forms that HANO needs. They assemble verification documentation, 
birth certificates, social security cards, all of that, and a complete packet is submitted 
to HANO along with the application referral and release of information form. Once we 
get that, we are able to add individuals to our waiting list, determine eligibility, and 
issue vouchers, or send denials. Luckily, we haven't really had any denials. Our 
criminal background procedure or policy is pretty-- It's not a very high hurdle. The 
only automatic denials for criminal background are the HUD required for individuals 
who have been convicted of producing methamphetamine in public housing or a 
registered lifetime sex offender. Anyone else who their criminal background-- We 
actually have an internal police department that runs it, deems higher risk, wouldn't 
be denied. They have an opportunity to go in front of a panel and actually talk about 
any extenuating circumstances or any rehabilitation that has been done since the 
individual was released from jail. We've had really high success rates with that. We 
do not deny very many people due to criminal background. Mainly this would just be 
for over income, and luckily we haven't run into that yet. 

Once we issue the vouchers, the CoC is assisting in the housing search which is 
great. That obviously is a vital component. HANO actually expedites the inspection 
and leasing process. We do that by housing or Moving On vouchers within a special 
programs department. There's one program manager and one housing specialist 
who are assigned to the Moving On vouchers. Those individuals know this is a top 
priority. We need to make sure that the whole process goes smoothly from 
determining eligibility to contract signing a new admission. We did actually put in our 
policy that we have the discretion to renew the preference annually. We definitely 
intend to, but we wanted some space within our preference and our administrative 
plan to be able to not renew it if we had some sort of funding challenge in the future. 

Then the results of the Moving On preference. As I said, we implemented this in July 
2020, and to date we've received 48 referrals. Out of those referrals, we've issued 15 
vouchers, and 7 of those families have actually been able to lease up and become 
participants on the program. We've definitely faced some challenges with the global 
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pandemic. It has been a little bit more difficult for some individuals to obtain 
documentation. If they've lost a social security card, the process to replace that has 
been a little bit more lengthy. We do try to make sure that the CoC is aware of any 
alternative verifications that could be used, but it just takes a little bit longer now to 
complete the whole process of gathering all the documentation and forms needed for 
eligibility. We're making sure not to deny any families on that. We just continue to 
work with the CoC and communicate with them, and they let us know any challenges 
that they're facing. 

We do intend that we will continue to receive referrals throughout the year. The 130 
when we crafted that number, the idea was not only for individuals who were ready 
to move on at the onset of the preference so that we have a meaningful pathway 
throughout the term of this preference. We didn't intend to get 130 referrals right at 
the outset, but we anticipate that we'll get more as more families are deemed ready 
to move on from the support services. That's all I have, Janis. Thank you. 

[01:13:03] Janis: Great. Thank you so much. It's so exciting to hear about all the 
progress that's happening. Yes, these programs can take time to get started up and 
moving, and COVID makes all of that more challenging, but I think it's really rolling 
now and we'll start to see those numbers going up, so really exciting. We're going to 
just move into some times for questions. If you have any specific questions for Nyssa 
and HANO, please put them in the chat. I'm just going to dive into a couple of ones 
that we have gotten here so far. I just wanted to emphasize, Lindsey talked a little bit 
about this from the presentation, but there had been a number of questions that 
came up about issues where say, the PSH unit didn't have the same payment 
standards as the PHA for a housing choice voucher, and so there have been 
difficulties with people transitioning in place. Lindsey suggested having some training 
and making sure that payment standards are being calculated in a clear and 
transparent way. 

For moving to work housing agencies as Deirdre mentioned earlier in this 
presentation, that is a challenge that has been identified and that some PHAs have 
used moving to work flexibility to just pay at the higher standard, if that was the issue 
that was there. Then, in other cases, we've seen the support housing providers 
working to try to negotiate with landlords or to try to make it work. In cases where 
that doesn't work, then participants may have to move. We usually recommend that if 
people are interested in transitioning in place, that they talk to the landlord about that 
and they get some information about the payment standard before they apply for the 
voucher so that they know if this is going to make sense moving forward. If they don't 
want to leave that house and it's not going to work to transition in place, it's helpful to 
know that before they have the voucher in hand. Otherwise, they can look for a new 
apartment. 

Another piece that we just wanted to highlight here is about the services and some of 
the inconsistencies that you're seeing with services. Once again, Lindsey talked a 
little bit about this, just saying that it's really important to be clear upfront with roles 
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and expectations. I just want to note, this is something we talk a lot with the PSH 
providers and CoCs about in all of our trainings, and it's something that we're going 
to continue to talk about in future trainings through this series with them. We hear a 
lot from different people who have participated in Moving On programs as well as 
people who moved on on their own that they really wish they had more support 
through all the stages, so it's something that we're really emphasizing in all of our 
trainings. Certainly making sure that you're clarifying what those roles and 
expectations are upfront is important. 

Just want to note that if they are in CoC-funded supportive housing, the service 
provider has the ability to provide aftercare for that. This is I think up to six months 
here. It's worth the conversation with providers to make sure that they know that, that 
they are offering those services, and really being supportive through that transition 
period. Often we find that tenants don't need the support. They don't really reach out 
for it, but it's comforting to know that it's there. 

Also just want to highlight something that I put in the chat, which is that by far the 
outcomes that we see from Moving On programs in terms of housing stability are 
very, very high. There is a lot of fear and concern about tenants potentially falling 
back into homelessness or struggling. That's one of the keys of having a good 
assessment for Moving On, which we're going to talk about in that session in two 
weeks about really making sure that it's stable tenants who are set up for long-term 
success who are being referred to this program. In initiatives who have that in place, 
our success rates are typically 95. We've had 98, 100% at one and two years. This is 
just pretty good outcomes across the board, even though there's a lot of fear, 
hesitation for that. 

Just another one that I wanted to quickly talk through is a comment came up about 
people with criminal backgrounds not qualifying for the program. I know we've talked 
about this in a couple different parts of the presentation, but just wanted to see if 
anyone from HUD wanted to just share a response here or if you want me to go 
ahead. I'm happy to just jump in. Just wanted to highlight. Please take a look at your 
local operational procedures. There may be opportunities for PHAs to evaluate what 
their screening measures are and to roll back a little bit to those federal exclusionary 
criteria and not further than that, to make sure that they're meeting those HUD-
mandated requirements but not creating barriers beyond that. Some of those 
resources that we drop links to in the chat talk about ways that PHAs can do that and 
could be useful if you were a PHA or if you were in a community and working to 
engage a PHA around that. 

[01:20:00] Caroline: This is Caroline from HUD. I apologize, I was double muted. 
Just to add on to what Janis said, PHAs are required to look at circumstances as 
well, and so you could work with your PHA about work that you've done with the 
individual clients that may be able to help meet those criminal background 
requirements if the PHA is not wanting to roll back all of those. 
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[01:20:37] Janis: Okay, here is a question also about a community that's moving 
towards the dynamic prioritization process for coordinated entry, which means 
serving higher-need clients with rapid re-housing, and are their thoughts about using 
move-on strategies with rapid rehousing. This is something that came up yesterday 
in our discussion with CoC. Certainly, when there are PHA resources that can be 
used, there are a couple of different populations to think about. There's a need for 
people experiencing homelessness right now, there's a need for people who are 
moving on from permanent supportive housing, and then also there's certainly a 
need for people bridging from rapid re-housing, especially when you have people 
entering rapid re-housing who have a fixed income, they're not going to be able to 
increase it through employment or whatever because they have a disability, or 
they're a senior. Bridging to affordable housing is really the only way that they're 
going to get that long-term stability. 

You can write your preferences in a way that works for both people moving on from 
PSH and from rapid re-housing, but for a rapid re-housing population moving on is 
going to look a little bit different because people who are transitioning out of 
permanent supportive housing, the assessment is looking for who is the absolute 
most stable tenant who is going to be able to live independently successfully, who's 
meeting all these criteria. For rapid re-housing you're actually looking for someone 
who you know is not going to be able to maintain their current housing without 
additional support, being the affordable housing piece. You're really looking more in 
income-driven lens there for assessment. That is certainly something to talk about 
with the CoC. I think there's some of an important piece for all of those groups: rapid 
re-housing, PSH, and people experiencing homelessness. You can create 
preferences either separately for those groups or create larger preferences with 
flexible language in a way that makes it easy for the CoC to refer to the PHAs for a 
couple of different populations. On that session that we had yesterday, we were 
talking with Miami, which has relationships with four PHAs and two entities operating 
as PHAs for the purposes of administering mainstream vouchers, and that's a lot of 
vouchers for Moving On. Some of that is being used for bridging, for rapid re-
housing. 

Any other questions for HANO on their process or for any of the presenters today, or 
anything else that any of the presenters would like to just jump in with closing 
thoughts? Okay, I'm not saying anything. Thank you so much to all of you for your 
time today. We really appreciate you taking a moment out of your day to talk with us 
about this. This is a really exciting topic, and we hope that you continue to be 
interested and work with local communities around this. 

Just quickly one more question, if PHAs can have a moving on preference and a 
homeless preference? Absolutely, they can have both types of preferences, or 
sometimes the preference is written in a way that it combines both into one. There 
are plenty of examples of preferences and how to write them in the PHA Moving On: 
How-To Guide, which we can drop a link in the chat gear, and it will be in the slides 
as a link when we post them on the registration page later in a couple of days. Thank 
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you so much. If you hang out just a second, I can find that link to drop in the chat for 
the PHA Moving On: How-To Guide. I hope that everyone has a great rest of their 
day. There it is. Thanks so much. 

[01:25:54] [END OF AUDIO] 


